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Holy See, Spanish 
Monarchy and Safavid Persia· the 

Sixteenth 'Century: Sorne Aspects 
Involvernent of the Society Jeslls 

Enrique Carda Hernán 

Introduction 

This chapter intends to analyse the diplomatic efforts of the Holy See and Spain 
to achieve a Persian alliance in their common fight against the Turks, particularly 
during the pontificates of Pius V, Gregory XIII and Clement VIII. The confrontation 
between Persia and the Ottoman Empire was perceived by the Catholic monarchy 
and the papacy as the best opportunity for the Persian Safavid dynasty to become 
a faithful ally despite their different religions. We shall concentrate mainly on the 
diplomatic activity of three ]esuits, Francis Borgia, Matías Bicudo and Francisco 
de Acosta. This new religious order was capable of serving both the Hispanic 
monarchy and the Holy See at the same time. The three of them were supporters of a 
determined military involvement. The Holy See would face numerous difficulties in 
its attempt to establish an efficient apostolic activity and fluid diplomatic relations. 
However, polarized positions and divisions among the religious orders would prove 
an insurmountable problem. We shall use mostIy unpublished documentation from 
the General Archives of Simancas. 

Shah Esma'il I (1500-24), who since 1510 had extended his dominion to all of 
Iran, Mesopotamia and Armenia so that it bordered the Ottoman Empire, real
ized the need to create an alliance with the European Christian powers to oppose 
the Ottomans. charles Valso analysed this possible alliance and was the first to take 
the initiative and, in his capacity as emperor of Germany, he contacted Esma'il in the 
decade of 1520 to find channels of cooperation. As a response to this approach, Shah 
Tahmasp sent him a letter in 1523 in which he expressed his hope that both armies 
would join to overcome the Ottomans. Thus, in the context of the international 
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strategy of the Hispanic monarchs and of the Pontiffs, Persia was turning into a 
possible ally that, from a strategic point of view, presented the possibility of 
attacking the common Ottoman enemy on two fronts. 

Later on, in 1566, emperors Maximilian II and philip II decided to send an 
embassy to Shah Tahmasp offering friendship and alliance. Both needed the coop
eration of the king of Portugal, don Sebastian, who was in contact with the king 
of Persia through the viceroy of India and the captain of Hormuz. In the cosmo
politan Portuguese city of Hormuz (1507-1622) Persians, Turks, Arabs, Armenians, 
Abyssinians, Indians, Chinese, Portuguese, Muslims, ]ews, Christians and Hindus 
and other nationalities and religious communities met and mingled;l The Holy See 
was aware of what was going on there thanks to the ]esuits. The Dutch Gaspar Berze 
(1515-53) resided there for several years from 1549 to 1551. FranCisco sent him to 
Hormuz with the duty of staying there, a true crossroads of the Orient, for at least 
three years. He observed that in Hormuz illicit arms traffic with Moors and Turks 
was taking place. This was prohibited by the Bull In Coena Domíní, which sanctioned 
with excommunication the sale of arms, steel and sulphur to the 'enemies of faith'. 
The sulphur originated in Persia across the straights from the city ofHormuz. The 
orders of the Bull could be dispensed with under special circumstances. However, 
the ]ews, true traders of weapons and other military goods, could act as interme
diaries since as non-Christians they were not affected by excommunication. In 
Hormuz there were many Hispanic ]ews, for the most part new Christians from 
Spain and Portugal who, coming through Venice, had arrived in the Persian Gulf 
and had regained the faith of their ancestors. 

Father Berze saw that Hormuz had little apostolic success and therefore wished 
to go to Persia. As a matter of fact, he had thought of writing to Shah Tahmasp a 
detailed report about the mistakes of the Islamic religion and to beg him to send 
sorne of his doctors of divinity (i.e. faqíhs) to Hormuz to have a conversation with 
him about their faiths. IfFrancisco Javier authorized him, he was prepared to go to 
Persia. Berze shared the general opinion with the Persians that the Christian princes 
demonstrated unjustifiable weakness in their reluctance to fight the Turks. 

Around 1550 Berze had a public dispute with a Muslim philosopher of Persia, 
ambassador Ceide Maduny, who, coming from Chaul in an embassy from India, 
had arrived in Hormuz. Berze achieved the conversion of his wife and daughter. He 
also succeeded in sending a Portuguese embassy to Persia to renew the mutual alli
ance, despite the inéident with Ceide Maduny, because the shah needed Portuguese 
artillery and arms in his fight against the Turks. One of the manners and cus
toms that most amazed Berze was that the Persians considered the shah a godo He 
remarked with surprise that: 'the water with which he washes his feet they all use as 
relics to cure all sicknesses'.2 Despite all efforts, there was no significant success and 
the provincial of India ruled that there should be a different priest in Hormuz every 
year given the unhealthiness of the place and the few apostolic results obtained. In 
spite of this ruling, the Society of] esus would obtain privileged information about 
the situation in Hormuz.3 
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From the polítical perspective, the Persian alliance continued to be important 
for the Christian princes. In 1567 philip Il asked his ambassador in Lisbon to send 
him a detailed report about the best way to reach Persia, the personal qualíties a 
potential ambassador might require, the emoluments of the ambassadors of the king 
of Portugal to that court, how to behave towards the shah, the language in which 
to write and the presents most valued by the Persians. The king wished to send an 
embassy together with the ambassador. This mission reached Lisbon too late, after 
the vessels departing for India that year had already set sai1.4 Another significant 
moment was in 1572, when on the occasion of the victory at Lepanto, the Holy Se e, 
Venice, Spain and Portugal sent emissaries to the king of Abyssinia and to the sov
ereigns of Arabia Felíx and the Arabian border with Syria to encourage attacks on 
the Turks.5 

In the same way as the Spanish monarchs tried to create a network of alliances 
with the enemies of the Sublime Port to mitigate their desire for conquest in the 
West, the Persians pursued the support of the Christian monarchs to hold back 
Ottoman advances in the East. Therefore, during the sixteenth century the Hispanic 
monarchy tried to create a stable alliance with those rulers who could serve this 
purpose, providing funds or sending emissaries to the Balkan peninsula, the north 
of Africa and oriental Europe and, of course, to Persia.6 The viceroy ofPortugal would 
recognize in 1601 that philip Il had always wished to stay in diplomatic contact with 
Persia with the sole purpose of establishing an alliance against the Turkish Empire? 
In this sense, Spain and the Holy See could support each other to achieve the same 
objectives. 

The pontificate ofPius V (1566-72) 

The apostolic see started to favour requesting the cooperation of the Persians dur
ing the pontificate of Pius v, who had started a great offensive against the Turks by 
means of the Holy League (1571-3), a Hispanic-Venetian pontifical confederation, 
formed with the aim of regaining ]erusalem by any means.8 After lengthy and 
complex diplomatic, legal and military negotiations, the three states became 
confederated to oppose the Ottomans under Selim Il (1566-74). On the same day on 
which the most celebrated Holy League was signed, the Pope decided on his own 
initiative, without the counsel of his cardinals, to send apostolic legates to Spain 
and Germany. The Pope's nephew, Cardinal Alexandrine, was to visit Philíp Il, while 
Maximilian Il would receive a visit from Cardinal Commendome. 

The Alexandrine legate was also to visit Portugal and, depending on circumstances, 
France as well, as turned out to be the case. One of the aspects of the instructions 
- very zealously protected -linked Alexandrine with a person who was internation
ally admired, particularly in Spain. The Pope instructed his nephew that, as far as 
Portugal was concerned, he should follow the lead of the ]esuits' General, Father 
Francis Borgia; furthermore, he was plainly telling him that he was to converse 
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with him about everything, to follow his advice and that he should only meet those 
whom Borgia specified.9 Borgia was brought into the Pope's ambitious plan to unite 
christendom, to put an end to heresy, to restrain the Turkísh advance and to expand 
Christendom throughout the world. Borgia was a key element in the pontifical gov
ernance system. His capacity as general of the Jesuits, his privileged position as 
former Duke of Gandía and, most particularly, his personal talents made him appear 
as particularly useful to serve the pontificate in particularly difficult missions. 

Although initially sorne churchmen proposed that legates be sent to the Protestant 
princes to persuade them to cooperate in the fight against the Turks, the Pope very 
energetically opposed this: 'nullam concordiam vel pacem debere necposse esse 
inter nos et hereticos' the council solemnly declared on 23 June 1571. The Pope was 
not inclined to ask the Lutherans and Calvinists for help, rather he was counting on 
help from the shah of Persia. As soon as the victory of Lepanto was known, he did 
not hesitate to request the shah's assistance.10 It was possibly the Portuguese ]esuit 
priest Matías Bicudo (Matías Furtado Bigudo) who inspired Pius V with the idea of 
requesting the cooperation of Persia since for several years Bicudo had resided in 
the Orient serving the Portuguese kings, and he knew the atmosphere and was now 
close to the Pope. Nevertheless, there are numerous unanswered questions about 
this individual, who appears to have belonged to a number of religious orders. It is 
difficult to be certain about his true activities for he was a shadowy figure to his 
contemporaries and has remained so for historians.ll 

There are also doubts as to the real intentions of Pius V for, when the Spanish 
ambassador to Rome mentioned the Persian cooperation, he responded that he did 
not wish to write to Persia since it was not customary for the popes to relate to infi
deIs. Philip took this to be a great contradiction and thought the Pope had forgotten 
that the negotiations had already be en opened; this explains the king's reaction: 
'[His Holiness] must not have remembered', he wrote to his ambassador in Rome. 
The King already had in his possession the original pontifical document remitted 
to the shah.12 

In those documents Pius V narrated to the shah the victory of Lepanto and 
encouraged him to take advantage of the favourable military circumstance and to 
raise an army to invade the enemy territory to make up for the los ses his nation had 
suffered with the territories stolen from his ancestors by Suleiman in the regions 
of Mesopotamia and Syria. The pontifical chancellery was ignorant of the real situ
ation in Persia, as the losses referred to in the document had occurred during the 
reign ofTahmasp l, in 1534, and not in that ofhis predecessorsP 

One of the objectives of Francis Borgia in Portugal had been to persuade King 
Sebastian to second the strategic plans of Pius V. 

From Lisbon he directly informed his friend the condottiere Marco Antonio 
Colonna, admiral of the pontifical fleet, who had succeeded in securing the entry 
of the Portuguese kíng into the Holy League by offering his military assistance. 
Furthermore, the Portuguese would attack the Turks not only from the Red Sea, 
but also from Persia and Ethiopia.14 Marco Antonio Colonna was thankful for the 
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Portuguese help for a future military campaign in Persia but asked Philip II - thus 
following the pontifical plans - to do anything possible to regain Constantinople, 
which was the main objective.15 One must bear in mind that in December 1571 the 
king informed his ambassador in Rome to contrive the diplomacy to obtain Persia's 
cooperation. Thus, from Madrid, Lisbon, Rome, Venice and Messina, where the aUied 
fleet was, aU set to work to obtain the shah's cooperation.16 

No sooner had he left Madrid, than the Alexandrine legate entrusted to the 
nuncio at the Spanish court, Castagna, sorne matters pertaining to Persia, five 
apostolic briefs and a letter for King don Sebastian of Portugal. They were sent to 
the pontifical coUector in Lisbon, monsignor Aspra. The aim was to pursue the ini
tiative of the aUies, to persuade Persia, 'Ethiopia' and 'Arabia' to declare war on the 
Turks. For this purpose they could count on the help promised by King Sebastian, 
taking into account the many contacts he had with the aUies due to the frequency 
of Portuguese voyages and travels. Aspra had to translate the apostolic briefs into 
the languages of their consigneesP King Sebastian accepted the proposals and sent 
a special ambassador to Persia with the letters from the Pope, the doge from Venice 
and the Catholic king.18 Translating the apostolic briefs and documents into Persian 
was no easy task. Certainly there were Portuguese who spoke Persian, but they were 
usuaUy not in Lisbon and for that reason it was decided eventually that an Armenian 
would translate them when they reached Hormuz.19 

The man chosen to take the documents to Persia was don Miguel de Abreu, a 
Portuguese noble who had lived in India for many years. He would embark in one 
of the vessels that were to leave Lisbon in the month of March. In the instructions 
for Abreu, the king of Portugal ordered that, for the sake of aU, he was to convince 
the shah to attack the Turks immediately since, further to the victory of Lepanto, 
the Christian aUies would continue their fight in new fronts. The emperor and 
Poland would attack from Hungary, and the king ofPortugal from India. Now a new 
front needed to be opened from the Red Sea and from Hormuz to cause the greatest 
damage possible and, as the instruction mentioned, 'que le fa<;a toda la guerra que 
poder sea' (to wage war with all means available). Portuguese India had no doubts 
that it would so be done. The aim was to achieve on aH possible fronts the total 
destruction of the Turks: 'sua total destrui<;ao'. The Christian princes were certain 
that they would find an ally in the shah with whom they would have friendship and 
trade.20 Abreu would first travel to Goa, the Portuguese capital in India, from where 
the viceroy would grant him everything needed to continue his journey to Hormuz 
and from there to Persia. 

It is true that King Sebastian was prepared to participate in the le ague against the 
Turks and to enter the war for Asia and the Red Sea by sending an army supported 
by Abyssinians, Arabs and Egyptians. He had ordered the readying of a great army of 
4,000 men to support the Holy League in those territories. But before they embarked 
on this military adventure the king wanted the Dutch Calvinists who threatened his 
dominions to be neutralized. He knew that nearly 70 vessels were being prepared to 
attack the Portuguese in Brazil. Aside from the question of how to respond to the 
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Calvinist mobilization, doubts remained about whether it was strategically advis
able to send 4,000 men to Asia. Some argued that it would be better to maximize the 
resources available to the Holy League and to direct all available force s to an attack 
on the very heart of the Ottoman Empíre. The Venetían ambassador Tíepolo rea
soned that these men would be better employed in the Medíterranean,·rather than 
in such far away places, and therefore he requested the Portuguese authorities to 
índícate exactly the number of soldíers they would send 'non nelle parte delle Indie, 
ma delle parte d'Europa' (not from Indía but from Europe).22 Don Sebastian decided 
that, for Chrístendom, the best he could send was 6,000 men to Asía, that it would 
be of little benefit for the le ague to send a reduced army to the Mediterranean. Don 
Juan of Austria, captain general of the allied forces of the Holy League, was also in 
favour of King Sebastian sending his army to Asia because the 2,000 soldiers, at the 
most, for the Mediterranean front would be nothing compared with the 6,000 who 
would come from Asia. Thereafter the Arabs and Persians would revolt little by little 
at the sight ofPortuguese troops.23 

The pontifical documents arrived in the hands of the Spanish ambassador in 
Lisbon - don Juan Borgia (son of Francis Borgia) - 12 hours after the vessels heading 
to India set sail from the port of Lisbon, early in the morning of 18 March 1572. All 
the diplomatic efforts seemed to have been in vain. However, several moves were 
made to ensure that those documents reached the hands of their cosignatories via 
the ambassadors. There is no evidence ofhow this was achieved, although there is a 
certain amount of information suggesting that the mission was successful. 

On his side, Jesuit Matías Bicudo endeavoured on all possible fronts to ensure 
that Christian force s allied themselves with the Persians to attack the Ottomans. It is 
known that in 1571 he had already proposed to the viceroy of Sicily the establish ment 
of negotiations with a distinguished gentleman of Cairo. 24 The proposal was successful 
because donjuan of Austria communicated to the king that he had sent to Egypt two 
spies that Bicudo had recommended.25 At that time the Society of Jesus had already 
had several important apostolic missions in those territories. The firstJesuits in Egypt, 
Miguel de Nóbrega (1552-3) and Fulgencio Freire (1560-3), lived like slaves. Between 
1561 and 1564 fathers Cristóbal Rodríguez and Giovanni Battista Eliano remained in 
Egypt as apostolic legates to the Coptic patriarch Gabriel VII with the intentíon of 
achieving unification between the Coptic and Roman churches. Bicudo was aware of 
these moves and envisaged a possible Coptic alliance in their fight against the Turks. 
We have no more news about the spies sent by Juan de Austria but there are records 
showing that one decade later the new patriarch, John XIV, was more inclined towards 
the union, hence Gregory XIII sent a new mission between 1582 and 1584 with expert 
Jesuits, fathers Francesco Sasso and Giovanni Battista Eliano. Although the Council of 
Menfis took place, it ended in controversy and failure, with the imprisonment of the 
Jesuíts on 21 September 1584. They were released the following year. 

While the Holy League lasted (1571-3) the Spanish politicians realized the need 
for the shah and other princes to join the confederation. It is possible that similar 
letters were sent to the duke of Moscow, to the king of Poland and to the Christian 
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provinces of the Black Sea. Don Juan of Austria, at least, wrote to this effect to the 
Christians ofRhodes seeking the alliance of the Greeks ofMaina.26 

It is also known that in Rome Cardinal Amulio, Venetian ambassador to the 
Holy See, had an understanding with Matías Bicudo that was starting to raise 
suspicions amongst the Spaniards. He had planned an almost perfect scheme to 
seize Alexandria. The idea was also presented to the Spanish Cardinal Gaspar de 
Quiroga who, in turn, presented it to philip II. No sooner had the sovereign heard 
the plan than he openly endorsed it. The king had personally seen the Portuguese 
Father Bicudo and believed he was trustworthy and, although he could not make a 
final decision about the proposal, Bicudo was right in what concerned the purposes 
of the enemy army and therefore he had to be taken into account for missions in the 
Oriento Philip II was in favour of the project but did not wish to leave any trace ofhis 
decision. The answer he gave to Quiroga was not registered in the chancery nor was 
the secretary, Antonio Pérez, aware of it. To the contrary, his answer was stamped in 
his own hand in Quiroga's very letter; the sovereign even wrote on the back: 'To the 
care of the Bishop', which was unusual for him. Indeed, the 'Prudent King' accepted 
the plan unconditionally, but he also wanted to know the opinion of his counsel
lors who were better informed about the events on the ground; this meant that the 
opinions and economic resources coming from Rome, Naples and Sicily needed to 
be set aside. Hence, Philip II was not acting on his own for 'with the wisdom and 
the caution of these three [Cardinal Quiroga, Cardinal Granvela and the marquis of 
Pescara] eventually some monies could be raised from there'. However, the plan was 
stopped precisely because the three of them did not consider it viable and Matías 
Bicudo was losing his reputation.27 

rhe pontifícate of Gregory XIII (1572-85) 

Thus far we have seen how don Sebastian of Portugal sent an embassy to Shah 
Tahmasp of Persia through Miguel de Abreu de Lima, who also represented Pope 
Pius V, King Philip II and the doge of Venice.28 Little is known about Abreu's 
mission. Robert Gulbenkian doubted he ever reached the Safavid capital. However, 
Augustinian Melchor de los Angeles reports that the mission was accomplished, 
although with limited success.29 

Several years after the initiatives of the Holy League of 1571, at the insistence 
of Matías Bicudo, don Juan de Austria, decided on his own to send an embassy to 
Persia making use of the Greek Marcos Trastopulo, Luis de Portillo and the bishop 
of Stonj, who resided in Ragusa with Matías Bicudo.30 Diplomatic preparations 
began and the proposal was sent to the ambassadors in Rome and Lisbon. InJuly 
1573 the ambassador in Rome awaited the early arrival of Matías Bicudo with the 
aim of proposing to the new pope, Gregory XIII, that Luis de Portillo and the bishop 
of Stonj travel to Persia and Moscow. After the arrangements were completed an 
important last minute change in plans occurred which was not communicated to 
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the Pope but only to the Greek, Marcos Trastopulo. The reason for this is still not 
clear, although it is thought that Juan de Austria did not consider the other two 
reliable enough. Bicudo arrived at Ragusa in the summer of 1575 and was able to 
establish an agent in Constantinople to inform him of the activities of the sultan 
and, as soon as he arrived, the agent started to prepare for his mission as secret 
agent in Persia.31 

As for Abreu's mission in 1572, there are reliable sources that in November of 1576 

the pontifical collector from Portugal communicated to the cardinal of Como that 
the preceding month a certain Horacio de Milan had returned from India. He had 
been imprisoned by the Turks during the siege at Famagusta in 1570 but had man
aged to escape to Persia where, in Casbin, he found a jeweller by the name of Mario 
Greco who accompanied the Portuguese ambassador sent to Persia bythe Pope and 
King Philip n. Thereafter, Horacio de Milan returned to Europe by way of Hormuz 
and Goa. It appears that Mario Greco had an audience with the shah and then 
returned to Rome. Possibly, the ambassador referred to in this document was Abreu 
and Mario Greco was an envoy of Gregory XIII and Philip II charged with learning 
the results of the negotiations that started during the pontificate ofPius V. 

We have a long passage dated December 1575 concerning what happened to a 
Hispanic-Portuguese-Pontifical embassy to Persia that confirms our suspicions. It 
is the miss ion ofFrancisco de Barros, sent in 1572; he was possibly a replacement for 
Abreu, but he had no success as the shah did not wish to establish an alliance. This 
prompted a report that a well-informed secretary in the Spanish chancery included 
in a marginal note on matters relating to the Orient, which we think is worthwhile 
transcribing for it provides specific details of Abreu's mission: 

Este embajador [Abreu] fue enviado por parte de Su Santidad, el rey nuestro señor 
y el rey de Portugal, al cual el Sr. Donjuan envió un hombre y cédula de 12.000 

ducados para si hubiera menester dineros, y se partió de Portugal y se detuvo 
como dos años en llegar, y llegó el 26 de febrero de 1575, y el embajador llegó 
cuando éste partió de Hormuz. Que le tenían al embajador del rey en Casbin muy 
apretado y maltratado en una casilla que no se puede habitar y que el sobrino del 
rey, que es el que gobierna por ser el rey viejo, que se maravillaba cómo un rey 
tan grande como el de Portugal no había enviado al rey Xatamas [Tahmasp] que 
es tan poderoso que llega a los cielos presente de dos cuentos de oro. y parece 
ser que llegó presente hasta de 16.000 ducados en dinero y joyas y piezas de ellas, 
se las devolvieron con una cama que valdría 500 o 600 ducados, la cual tiene 
consigo el embajador ... le mataron un criado armenio que era su comprador ... y 
estaba para matar al embajador y todos sus hombres que serían 20, y de miedo 
uno de ellos se tornó moro ... y que la causa dicen porque querían al embajador 
era porque había entrado en la mezquita de Hormuz y quemado los libros que 
allí había, y que el embajador respondió que porque ellos habían quebrado la 
cruz de la iglesia que los portugueses querían hacer, y que ellos respondieron 
que por causa de aquel palo habían de hacer aquel daño en la mezquita, y que el 
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embajador había dicho que por aquel palo habían sido redimidos los cristianos 
y que le habían dejado y se había tratado otra cosa y le tenían detenido allí. Que 
este reyes el rey de Persia. Que el rey de Persia le recibió muy bien y que después 
que le vio y entendió su embajada, que era para que rompiese guerra, se agravió 
y comenzó a hacer maltratamiento sin responder ni decirle nada a su embajada, 
y no se vio más con el rey ni le habló, sino a un sobrino.32 

In 1576king Philip II also sent to Persia an Armenian emissary, a Juan Bautista, who 
would also meet the shah. Meanwhile, in Persia, Tahmasp died in 1576 and, after 
a succession dispute' during which several claimants briefly occupied the throne, 
Mohammad Khodabande finally succeeded (1577-87). He was considered a weakman. 
The Turkish sultan Murad III decided to attack Persia directly in 1578, prompting a 
series of defeats for the Persians. An emissary of the shah went to Portugal in 1579 to 
seek help. But the reality was that until1580 philip II had enjoyed a certain degree of 
peace with the Turks, mainly due to truces.33 These truces were, to a certain extent, 
forced since the Turks had to challenge the Persians and Philip II had to confront 
the different pressures from England and France. The Turkish military companies 
transferred to the land.34 Overall, there were sufficient notices alerting the Catholic 
king that in the summer the Turks would attack Spain with 300 galleys, which would 
entail more expense. These were confusing notices for it was known that in reality 
the Ottomans did not want to start a direct attack but rather, at most, to pursue 
skirmishes and to get Philip II to continue spending his wealth in defending him
self from possible attacks. In any case, a well-informed confidant said that it was 
essential to be careful for one could not trust the promises of such foolish people as 
the Ottomans, let alone their good faith. 35 There were attempts at Hispanic-Persian 
cooperation that we must mention, albeit briefly. In 1582 Frei Simao de Moiras, prior 
of the Augustinian convent ofHormuz, handed the shah letters from philip II, again 
proposing an alliance with the Turks.36 This time the shah was inclined towards 
the exchange of ambassadors. The French resident in Madrid, Monsieur de Longlée, 
informed Paris in 1583 of the announcement of the arrival of a Persian embassy 
to Lisbon. A new diplomatic way seemed to be opening which could be useful. A 
few years later, in 1586, news ofbattles between the Turks and the Persians reached 
Europe. The Spanish poet Andrés Flores wrote verses about the Spanish feelings 
favouring the Persians, friends of the Christians. It was fantastic propaganda pro
pitiating the view of everyone and referring to Persia with renewed interest. The 
poem asserts that, once the Ottomans were defeated, the Persians would distribute 
the booty: 

Tanta de la artillería 
tanto oro y plata labrada 
tanta joya y pedrería 
todo lo cual repartía 
con gente esforzada. 
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Especial a los cristianos 
repartió gran cantidad 
que los quieren los persianos 
como si fueren hermanos 
y los muestra su amistad. 

So much artilleryj so much carved goldj so many jewels and precious stonesj 
all of them distributed by braveheartsj especially to the Christiansj to whom 
he gave in such abundancej that the Persians love them like brothersj and so 
prove their friendship. 

These verses were printed in Valencia and Burgos in 1586 and contributed to increas
ing the myth of all that related to Persia. Not more than four years later historian 
Antonio Herrera from Tordesillas chose a current event to gain the confidence of 
the king. He translated the works of Juan Tomas Minadoi (1540-1615) with the title 
History of the War between Turks and Persians, from Italian. The work had appeared for 
the first time in Rome in 1587 and it described the battles that took place between 
1576 and 1585 with maps, names, and so on and printed at the works of Francisco 
Sánchez in Madrid in 1588. It was exaggerated propaganda in favour of the Persians, 
which originated in the court itself, for it was dedicated to the royal secretary Juan 
de Idiáquez, one ofphilip II's most reliable meno It led to new and particularly memo
rable Spanish missions to the far-off court of Abbas 1, which were to take place in the 
following reign.37 

As for Matías Bicudo there is confirmation that, as of 1584, he was in contact 
with the French ambassador in Venice. He had abandoned the Society of Jesus 
and joined the Franciscan order and furthermore he had become a great defender 
of Portuguese independence from the Hispanic monarchy.38 During that year he 
served the prior of Crato, don Antonio of Portugal, claimant to the Portuguese 
crown and therefore enemy ofPhilip 11. He was sent by don Antonio ofPortugal to 
Constantinople and travelled through France where he contacted aJewish spy in 
the service of France by the name of Saul Cohen.39 He secretly stopped in Venice 
but as soon as he was discovered, philip II, through his ambassador in Venice, 
immediately ordered that aH necessary steps be taken to make him a prisoner.40 

There were then a series of unfruitful attempts to extract him from Venice and to 
imprison him.41 

Despite all these disappointments, the Holy See sought to send an ambassador 
to Persia. In 1584 Gregory XIII, inspired by Cardinal Ferdinand of Medici, requested 
the Florentine knight Giovanni Battista Vecchietti to go on an important mission 
to Persia. He was to convince the shah to persevere in the war against the Turks, 
promising military help from the Pope and Philip II. The king of Spain had already 
entrusted a similar mission to the Augustinian Father Simón de Moiras. The Pope 
finally sent a short accreditation to the shah dated 28 February 1584. One of its main 
missions was to obtain manuscripts in Arabic, Persian and Turkish.42 Vecchietti 
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arrived in Hormuz on 29 ]une 1587, fulfilled his missíon carefully and returned to 
Italy passíng through Madríd ín 1589 to ínform the kíng. It ís known that the shah 
gave hím a precíous letter - wrítten ín golden letters, except for the shah's sígna
ture, as a gesture of humbleness - ín which he wrote that he requíred two expert 
artillerymen, two archítects to buíld fortresses and two sergeant majors who were 
expert cavalry tacticíans. These demands were all-ímportant sínce the shah was 
well aware of the mílítary ínferíoríty of hís army. shortly thereafter the Shírley 
brothers arríved, one of whom, Antonío, seems to have collaborated ín the organíza
tíon of the Persían army.43 

Vecchíettí carríed wíth hím a good number of Arabíc books, amongst which was 
a Bíble ín Arabic that he left ín Egypt the followíng year whílst on a pontifical mís
síon. Gregory XIII took an ínterest ín those books and ínstructed the ]esuít father of 
)ewísh ancestry Gíovanní Battísta Elíano, an apostolíc legate, to purchase them. The 
books cost 300 escudos.44 Vecchíettí returned to Persia in 1601; thereafter he stayed 
ín Hormuz and became polítical counsel to the viceroy ofPortugal Díego Núñez untíl 
1603; subsequently he went to Indía. In )aípur he became sick but was lodged and 
protected by the )esuit Father Francesco, a Florentine like him, who had mastered 
the Persían language. Thís )esuít was born ín 1568, had joíned the Order ín 1587, was 
sent to Goa ín 1599, and then was díspatched on a díplomatic míssíon to the Great 
Mogul ofIndia.45 He díed in 1633 after 36 years of apostolíc servíces ín Indía. He was 
preceptor to the nephews ofEmperor )ahangír ín Uttar Pradesh and chaplain to the 
Armenían Prínce Mírza Zu'lqarnayn, a soldíer ín the service of the Great Mogul. 
Havíng survíved a number of rísky adventures, Gíovan Battísta Vecchíettí was able 
to return to Rome ín October where he worked at the Oríental Líbrary. He died on 8 
December 1619. 

It ís worth poínting out that one of the ínstructíons he had receíved from the 
Cardínal of Florence was to acquíre ín Persia books ín Arabíc, Arabic grammars 
ín Persían and Turkísh and vice-versa, and to obtaín a book ín Persían and Arabic 
wíth beautiful characters. He was passíonate ín his search for the Bíble ín Persían 
ín 1606 he wrote to the Pope from Isfahan that he hoped to all the books of the 
New Testament ín some cíty of Persía where Chrístians had resíded, although he 
had already gotten hold of the Gospels ín Persían. The future Pope Paul v, Camillo 
Borghese, met Vecchíettí ín Madríd when he was extraordínary nuncio ín that 
court ín 1593 and for several months they díscussed the ímportance of Persía ín 
the ínternatíonal contexto Vecchíettí's dreams had come true; he had learnt cor
rect Persían and was translating the book of Esther, a Persian que en. 46 

rhe pontificate of Sixtus V (1585-90) 

The Turks were at war agaínst the Persíans from 1578 to 1590, the Ottoman Empíre 
gained dominion over Georgía, Yerevan and most of Armenía. The apogee ofMurat 
1II (1574-95) coíncíded wíth the declíne ofMuhammad Khodabande (1578-88).47 Thís 
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crisis would also have consequences for the Hispanic monarchy. In 1582 philip II had 
asked the viceroy of India to reiterate the previous offerings to Shah Tahmasp, but 
he died in 1576 and was succeeded by Haidar Mirza who was assassinated that same 
year. Thereafter Khudabanda reigned. This demonstrates the great ignorance there 
was in Spain about the events taking place in Persia; the only important matter for 
them was to prevent the Turks going to war against Spain. The viceroy in Naples 
accepted the proposal by Philip II and again sent Juan Bautista with a personallet
ter and an emissary of his own. They arrived in India where the new viceroy, don 
Francisco de Mascareñas had been instructed to initiate negotiations with the shah. 
For this reason the viceroy requested the Augustinian Fra Simón de la Concepción de 
Moraes, who spoke Persian, to go to the shah's court to finally agree on an alliance. 
Fra Simón asked Gregory XIII to unite the Christian princes in the figJ1t against the 
Turks at the same time as he narrated his mission in Persia. Shah Tahmasp appointed 
him his son's preceptor since he was an expert mathematician. The shah decided to 
send him off to the court of Philip II together with a Persian ambassador but the 
vessel taking them to Europe sank in 1585, although it is also possible, according 
to another version, that Fra Simón was poisoned by the Armenian accompanying 
them.48 

In the heart of the Turkish Empire there was great fear of the Persians. More 
precisely, they were worried about the heavy expenses incurred. It could well be 
said that Persia represented for the Ottoman Empire what Flanders represented 
for philip Il, or Candia for the doge ofVenice, or Ireland for Elisabeth 1, precisely 
because the expenses incurred in defending and occupying those territories were 
enormous and the revenue tiny. Furthermore, the Turks no longer wanted the 
help of the Tatars, who had lost all hope that the Turks were about to start a 
war against the Muscovites in exchange for their help in fighting the Persians, 
as narrated in a letter addressed to Pope Sixtus V from a pontifical spy who had 
infiltrated the Turkish army fighting in Persia. The Turks, left with no cavalry 
because of the 'lunga e faticosa guerra di Persia' (the long and exhausting war 
with Persia), feared the military strength of the Georgians and the Muscovites 
who, if they united, could take Syria and Egypt. Furthermore, they had lost the 
alliance with the Tatars, as they were unable to attack Moscow. For this reason 
they sought peace with the Persians. But Murat II mostly feared philip II rather 
than the shah for his potential to bribe the Ottoman military commanders.49 

shortly thereafter, in 1601, the Persian ambassador Antonio sherley would pro
pose to Clement VIII an attack on Syria or Palestine, on account of their supposed 
vulnerability and in order to open up a war front where the troops of the shah 
could also be deployed.50 

The Persian-Hispanic climate of understanding favoured the settlement of 
Augustinians in Persia, particularly since the accession to the throne of Abbas 
1 in 1587, who established the capital in Isfahan. The aim was to take advantage in 
Europe of the bitter rivalry between the Persians and Turks, as had already be en 
tried in the pasto The new Shah Abbas, soon after ascending the throne, had to 
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sign a peace treaty with the Ottomans in 1590, thereby losing a great portion of 
his north-western territoríes. Then the Armenians decided to ask the Holy See and 
the king of Spain for help. They wished to receive military reinforcements and in 
return were prepared to accept vassalage to the Pope and the king of Spain as weH 
as receiving missionaries who would bring the Catholic faith. They promised to 
cooperate to regain the holy places in Palestine and Constantinople. This was not at 
all new; a similar situatíon can be found in Greece, Tunisia and even in Ireland. AH 
were ready to become good Catholíc vassals to the kíng of Spain. However, words 
were one thing and deeds another. 

The pontíficate ofClement VIII (1592-1605) 

Despite the failure of previous missions, Philíp II persevered in his aim of achieving 
a Persian allíance. In 1594 he instructed Matías de Albuquerque, viceroy of India 
to send an embassy to Shah Abbas I, thus agreeing to his wish to maintain diplo
matic correspondence. Two years later he did the same with the new viceroy, don 
Francisco de Gama, although this time insisting on the fact that the envoy should 
be a noble, someone with the same qualities as Abreu, who had been sent by don 
Sebastian in 1571. The new Pope was attentive to these moves and well aware of the 
importance of counting on the support of the religious who had gone to those places: 
Augustinians, ]esuits and Franciscans. Clement VIII wanted finally to establísh the 
Catholic mission in Persia. 

The establishment of the Catholíc missions in Persia was determined by the 
arrival of two Portuguese clerics in Isfahan, the Franciscan Alonso Cordero and 
the Augustinian Nicolás de Melo, and the presence of the ]esuit Father Francisco 
de Acosta. In 1599 Nicolás de Melo sent the interpreter Angelo to Europe. He was 
an Armenian who had worked for the duke of Mantua. Angelo was sent to alert the 
Pope, Philip III and the viceroy of India that the shah would send an embassy to the 
Christian princes to sign a defensive alliance. In 1598 he had defeated the Uzbeks 
in the provine e ofKhorasan, and Qazvin was no longer the capital, which had been 
moved to Isfahan. 

The clerics met there with the Sherley brothers who were involved in the diplomatic 
and military affairs of the shah. In 1599, Abbas I decided to send to the Pope and the 
Catholic princes an embassy lead by Hosayn 'AH Beg and Antonio Sherley with the 
aim of consummating the coalition. With them was the Augustinian Father Nicolás de 
Melo. The journey lasted more than two years; they crossed Russia to Europe and on 
their way they began to suspect the hidden motives of Antonio Sherley. The negotia
tions concerning the anti-Turk league took place in Prague, Rome and Valladolid. In 
Rome the Pope decided to separate the ambassadors: Sherley was to return to Persia 
- in fact, he ended up remaining in Venice - whílst Hosayn was to travel to Spain 
and return to Persia from Lísbon.51 In Valladolid, Hosayn was treated very well; he 
attended the baptism of the Spanish infanta; received a gift of 2,000 escudos, a chain 
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worth 600 and four more worth 200 escudos to distribute to his favourite travelling 
companions, together with another 8,000 escudos for his return voyage. According to 
our witness, he left 'very pleased'.52 

At almost the same time the shah sent his emissaries, Francisco de Acosta and 
captain don Diego de Miranda who had been in Persia, to Rome to inform the Pope 
of the shah's good intentions towards Christianity. The truth is that in 1600 the Pope 
elected Francisco de Acosta and captain Diego de Miranda to go to Persia as ambas
sadors, which prompted a disagreement with Vecchietti, who accused Francisco 
de Acosta of having abandoned the Society of ]esus 'prete vagante' (priest without 
canonical permission) in Lisbon and Miranda of being an Indian, born in Hormuz, 
who had married a public prostitute in Rome. Despite the criticisms, the cardinal 
of Como decided to send three emissaries to Persia: the Spaniard Luis Félix, the 
Portuguese Francisco Acosta and Diego de Miranda.53 

With respect to the Persian legation, and to make a point about the contribution 
of the Society ofJesus, we need to draw attention to the fact that upon his arrival in 
Prague, Antonio Sherley, an Anglican, asked the nuncio to provide him with a con
fessor for he wished to return to Catholicism. The nuncio put him in contact with a 
Spanish ]esuit, Pedro de Buiza, aman of 'molto valore' (a man of great courage) - in 
the nuncio's opinion - and 'well known in the court' - as the ambassador to Prague 
told the king. He was a theologian with great diplomatic virtues. sherley did not 
want the confessor to be a French or English ]esuit, but a Spaniard. It appears the 
two understood each other well and became friends. 54 In Rome he also befriended 
sorne English]esuits, counsellors to Philip III, Robert Persons (1546-1610) and]oseph 
Creswell (1556-1623). The ambassador to Rome - the duke of Sessa - informed the 
king by way of a coded letter that sherley and Persons were good friends. sherley 
would not stop mentioning everywhere that the shah was prepared to cooperate 
with 60,000 infantrymen and as many cavalrymen in the fight against the Turks. In 
exchange, he requested specific cooperation, exchange of ambassadors, freedom of 
trade, military support and in particular that the bars of iron arriving at Hormuz 
be longer to allow the manufacture of swords according to the measures customary 
to the Persians. 

According to what Francisco de Acosta told the Pope, Abbas I, who was the 
son and husband of Christians, seemed inclined to Christianity. His wife was 
the daughter of Simon Causeno - whose lineage could be traced back to the 
Kings of Georgia - and Allahverdi Khan was a friend to the Christians. The ]esuit 
wrote a long report about Persia that he handed to the ambassador in Rome, 
the duke of Sessa, who in turn sent it to philip m.55 On the other hand, Acosta 
held lengthy conversations with some Spanish]esuits in Rome, with Bartolomé 
Pérez and]uan Álvarez, Spanish and Portuguese assistants to Father Acquaviva, 
and with Father Sebastian Rodríguez. The decision-making authorities of the 
Society of ]esus had doubts about Acosta's true intentions for he seemed too 
inclined towards the shah's military plan. Francisco de Acosta left the Society 
in 1598, although he was readmitted when he was sent as ambassador to Persia, 
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for he had a duty to send to Persia, via Hormuz, a good number of]esuits com
ing from India. 56 

In 1601 Pope Clement VIII was enthusiastic about the embassy and sent a diplo
matic mission to Acosta in his capacity as legate a latere before Abbas. Acquaviva, 
on his side, was to obtain support from Philip III to facilitate ]esuit access to 
Persia. It must be taken into account that in 1600 phillip III had already sent three 
Augustinians to.Persia to ask the shah to pursue the war against the Turks, which 
is why royal favour to ]esuits caused some distrust amongst the Augustinians. 
The antipathy of the Augustinians towards the ]esuit mission was such that the 
archbishop of Braga, the Augustinian Agustín de Castro, threatened the king to 
stop favouring the ]esuit mission in Persia. The Augustinians thought they had 
exclusive rights because they had started their mission in Hormuz in 1571 when 
the ]esuits had abandoned the place because of its unsanitary conditions. In 1572 

there were no fewer than 12 Augustinians in Hormuz and Goa, as a matter of 
fact they had established houses in Bandar Abbas, in Muscat and other places. 
The ambassadors sent by Philip II had been Augustinians, like Father Simón de 
Moraes. The progre ss of the order had been enormous, such that in 1600 they 
had more than 200 members. Sending]esuits rather than Augustinians could be 
taken as an insultY In short, due to the pressure he was under the king did not 
authorize the sending of ]esuits. Nevertheless, Acosta went to Persia accompa
nied by the soldier Diego de Miranda, although they parted in disagreement. Only 
Acosta reached Isfahan. He was presented by the Augustinians residing there as 
the apostolic legate. He became military counsellor to the shah and participated 
in the military campaigns against the Turks. This fact, which the shah himself 
disclosed in a letter to the Pope, reveals the military merits of Acosta. He was 
probably related to the Persian general Allahverdi Khan, who was considered a 
friend of the Christians.58 

The preliminary arrangements for Acosta's legation were swiftly made but 
they did not, however, forget to point out that it was of the utmost importance 
to establish a permanent]esuit mission in Hormuz, despite Philip III's opposition. 
Yet the ]esuits and Augustinians were not the only ones to report on the situation 
in Persia to the Pope, other reports came from different quarters. Since 1582 an 
Armenian by the name ofThomas, who mastered the Persian language, was work
ing at the Vatican Library. when the embassy of Hosayn 'Ali Beg arrived he was 
appointed their interpreter. Besides, the Pope wanted Thomas to accompany the 
ambassador on his mission to Spain and Portugal as interpreter despite the fact 
that the ambassador himself spoke Turkish and that there was an official Turkish 
interpreter in Spain. It is known that during his stay in Spain the Persian's trans
lator was not Thomas but Diego de Urrea. One of Hosayn's objectives in Lisbon 
was to ship back to Persia a significant amount of arms, which was permitted 
by the king. Four members of the ambassadorial party converted to Catholicism 
and subsequently remained in Spain and their Muslim 'chaplain' was killed in 
Merida. 
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Philip III's counsel of state determined in March of 1602 that, in response to 
Hosayn 'Alí Beg's embassy, once he had spoken to the provincial of the order of 
Castille, a ]esuit chosen by the cardinal of Seville was to be sent, together with a 
Portuguese noble, don Luis Pereyra de la Cerda. Nothing is known about the ]esuit, 
most líkely he was not able to depart due to Augustinian opposition. However, we 
do know that in 1603 Luis Pereyra departed for Persia where he arríved the fo1-
lowing year.59 Given the great tensions between Augustinians and]esuits the rope 
was inclined to send sorne Capuchins to Persia as well to allow the Catholíc mis
sion a greater chance of success.60 It was all getting complícated with the many 
different, individual interests of ]esuits, Augustinians, Capuchins and Carmelítes; 
together with the tensions between the ambassadors and the Spaniards and the 
Portuguese. They did not realíze that they were placing the prospective Persian 
alliance at risk. 

On the other hand, it must also be taken into account that in 1600 philip III had 
already sent three Augustinians to Persia to request the shah to pursue the war 
against the Turks. But the polítical and relígious situation in Persia changed when a 
Carmelíte mission, sent by Clement VIII, arrived in 1601. The Pope cancelled Acosta's 
mission when he learnt that he had acted with líttle fidelíty to his instructions. The 
confusion was such that it could be said that no mission was safe. But on the Persian 
side something similar was happening. Their different embassies ended in failure 
due to the division of their members, such as the separation between Hosayn 'Alí Beg 
and Antonio Sherley who were growing further apart.61 

Nevertheless, the shah, who gradually began to notice the relígious divisions 
between the Spanish and Portuguese, decided to send Acosta as ambassador to 
Rome in 1605, where he arrived in 1607 via MoSCOW.62 But it was all too late. In 1606 

the emperor had signed a truce with the Turks and Philip III would not support the 
Persians in open warfare, either in the Mediterranean or in the Persian Gulf. The 
following year relations further deteríorated to the extent that the shah announced 
that he was prepared to expel the relígious, persecute his Christian vassals and take 
Hormuz. 

In 1614 the news arriving in Spain confirmed that Christian s, Armenians and 
Syrians were being persecuted and that the Carmelítes and Augustinians had 
left Persia. When the relígious orders returned to Isfahan the tensions between 
Carmelítes and Augustinians continued. There were several prominent incídents 
that reverberated in Spain through publícations in 1611 and in 1624.63 The main 
event was when the shah fulfilled his threat and, with Englísh help, took Hormuz 
in 1622. In August of that same year a public auction took place in London to sell the 
goods seized during the conquest of Hormuz, which contributed to the increasing 
distrust that was building up in Madrid in relation to the possible wedding of the 
Prince ofWales to a Spanish infanta (princess).64 

The clues to a polítical interpretation of these changes stem from two aspects. 
On one side the tensions between Augustinians and Carmelítes and the distort
ing element of Francisco de Acosta; on the other, the constant disputes between 
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the Spaniards and the Portuguese. In sum, the Augustinians confronted the ]esuits 
and the Spanish Carmelites confronted the Portuguese Augustinians. It should be 
noted that it was the shah who, in 1608, requested the help of the Christian pow
ers, an appeal which once again led to the exchange of a number of embassies. The 
Carmelites arrived in 1607 and their apostolate with the Armenian Christians, 
Antonio de Gouvea, was the one who did the most to achieve the union of the 
Armenians.65 

Conclusion 

From the early-1570s Safavid sovereigns, the Habsburgs and successive popes 
explored the possibility of a common policy with regard to a common enemy. 
Contact between Persians and Spaniards was advanced by a number of Catholics 
such as Gaspar de Berze, Francisco de Acosta, Alonso Cordero, Nicolás de Melo 
and others. The dialogue that they began embraced a number of themes of great 
importance: Persian policies towards the Christian minorities within their 
domains and their common fight against the Ottoman Turks were addressed, as 
were the limits of the territorial and commercial expansion of the European pow
ers in Asia. True, there are elements of this history which remain difficult to 
measure and others where the personal interests or prejudices of the diplomats 
predominated, such as in the tendency of some religious to advance (improbable) 
military schemes. 

It has been the objective of this chapter to underline the importance of the role of 
a number of ]esuits in the approach to the Safavid shahs. Taking his lead from Pius 
V, Francisco de Borgia was in favour of the military alliance with 'the Persian'; how
ever, he was sceptical about the more ambitious proposals advanced by some of his 
colleagues. Matías Bicudo and Francisco de Acosta, in contrast, were drawn to more 
extreme measures. These men were true crusaders. They did not limit themselves to 
mere apostolic activities or initiatives and readily involved themselves in military 
matters, espionage and plan s for the conquest and division of Ottoman domains. The 
same outlook could be found in Persons and Creswell, the two ]esuits who contacted 
Antonio Sherley. 

These ]esuits were, of course, exceptional figures, but the very fact that their let
ters, proposals, reports and pleas are to be found in the General Archive of Simancas 
gives an indication that their initiatives commanded attention in the highest ech
elons of political and military government in Spain. Their legacy was far from negli
gible, although it took a form that would have surprised and, perhaps, disappointed 
them. In the following century the Society of ]esus would take a different path, for 
the missionaries who succeeded in establishing themselves in Iran in 1648 were nei
ther Portuguese nor Spanish. Instead, it was Frenchmen such as Fran~ois Rigordi, 
Aimé Chezaud and Alexandre de Rhodes who marched forward as Christian soldiers 
into the heart of the Persian world. 
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